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How many people visited our site?



 
-- Charles Kettering

“A problem well stated is a 
problem half solved.” 



Vague Business Problems

“My marketing isn’t very effective” 

  “We can’t afford to advertise” 

   “Our site takes too long to load”



Problems Don’t Inform the Solution

What path do we take? 
Do we have what it takes? 
How do we know if we’ve solved it?



Theoretical Questions

How do we make our marketing more 
effective? 
How can we afford to advertise? 
How do we make our site load faster? 
How do we innovate?



What’s Missing?

Question doesn’t offer a path to its answer 
We don’t know what methods or data it takes to 
find an answer 
We don’t know when we’ve successfully 
answered it



Take the Leap



From Theory to ORQ:

ORQ: Operational Research Question 
You need: 

Imagination 
Understanding customers 
Knowing your data  
A large toolkit



Characteristics of ORQs

Outcome driven 
Narrowly-defined concepts 
Concepts are measured by available data 
Relationships between concepts can be 
assessed with available research methods



4 Steps to composing an ORQ

1. Determine the outcome we want to 
measure 

2. Define concepts as narrowly as 
possible 

3. Ensure data will ‘speak’ to the 
outcome 

4. Declare the analysis that will do the 
‘speaking’







Start with the Outcome

How are full page load time (request to full 
loading of all content) and abandonment 
related



Narrowly Define the Concepts

How are full page load time (request to full 
loading of all content) and abandonment 
related for the front page (Amazon.com)



Consider Data Collection

How are full page load time (request to full 
loading of all content) and abandonment 
related for the front page (Amazon.com) 
according to server log processing from 
all front-line web servers



Specify Analysis

How are full page load time (request to full 
loading of all content) and abandonment 
related for the front page (Amazon.com) 
according to server log processing from all 
front-line web servers presented on a line 
graph?
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Real Examples for Real Clients



Optimization of Marketing

How does the receipt of each communication 
(marketing pamphlets, on-campus visit, call 
from recruiter, etc) affect the chance of a 
student coming to our University, based on our 
marketing database crossed with our 
application database, presented listwise with 
prediction coefficients?



Communications Outreach Output





Financial Aid Spend

Does increasing a school’s tuition discount rate 
contribute to increases in enrollment totals or 
enrollment yield, based on IPEDS data, plotted 
with yield and enrollment vs tuition discount?



Financial Aid Spend

Yield vs Tuition Discount



Financial Aid Spend

Enrollment vs Tuition Discount



4 Steps to composing an ORQ

1. Determine the outcome we want to 
measure 

2. Define concepts as narrowly as 
possible 

3. Ensure data will ‘speak’ to the 
outcome 

4. Declare the analysis that will do the 
‘speaking’



Asking Better Questions

Better understand what your customer values 
Avoid jargon  
Better understand your data  
Broaden your analytical toolkit



ORQ Should Inform…

Data collection 
Data storage 
Analytic method  
Product content



Thanks!

Drew Barwis 
drew.barwis@dowjones.com


